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Abstract
Current reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms can be brittle and difficult to use,
especially when learning goal-reaching behaviors from sparse rewards. Although
supervised imitation learning provides a simple and stable alternative, it requires
access to demonstrations from a human supervisor. In this paper, we study RL
algorithms for learning goal reaching policies that leverage the stability of imitation
learning without the need for explicit expert demonstrations. In lieu of expert
demonstrations, supervision can be derived by leveraging the property that any
trajectory is a successful demonstration for reaching the final state in that same tra-
jectory. We propose a simple algorithm in which an agent continually relabels and
imitates its own experience to progressively learn goal-reaching behaviors. Each
iteration, the agent collects new trajectories using the latest policy, and maximizes
the likelihood of the actions along these trajectories under the goal that was actually
reached, so as to improve the policy. We formally link our supervised learning
objective to the true RL objective, derive performance bounds, and demonstrate
improved performance over current RL algorithms on goal-reaching in several
benchmark tasks.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) provides an elegant framework for agents to learn general-purpose
behaviors supervised by only a reward signal. When combined with neural networks, RL has enabled
many notable successes, but our most successful deep RL algorithms are far from a turnkey solution.
Despite striving for data efficiency, RL algorithms using temporal difference learning are highly
sensitive to hyperparameters [Henderson et al., 2018] and face challenges of stability and optimization
[Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997, van Hasselt et al., 2018, Kumar et al., 2019a], making such algorithms
notoriously difficult to use in practice.
If agents are supervised not with a reward signal, but rather demonstrations from an expert, the
resulting class of algorithms are significantly more stable and easy to use. Imitation learning via
behavioral cloning provides a simple paradigm for training control policies: maximizing the likelihood
of optimal actions via supervised learning. Imitation learning algorithms using deep learning are
mature and robust; these algorithms have demonstrated success in acquiring behaviors reliably from
high-dimensional sensory data such as images [Bojarski et al., 2016, Lynch et al., 2019]. Although
imitation learning is not a replacement for RL — the paradigm is crucially limited by the difficulty
and cost of obtaining kinesthetic demonstrations from a supervisor — ideas from imitation learning
can potentially serve as inspiration for algorithmic primitives in RL agents that learn behaviors from
scratch.
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In this paper, we present an RL algorithm for learning goal-directed policies that leverages the
stability of supervised imitation learning, but does not require any human demonstrations. We
show that when learning goal-directed behaviors using RL, demonstrations of optimal behavior can
be generated from sub-optimal data in a fully self-supervised manner using the principle of data
relabeling: that every trajectory is a successful demonstration for the state that it actually reaches,
even if it is sub-optimal for the goal that was originally commanded to generate the trajectory. A
similar observation was originally made by Kaelbling [1993], and more recently popularized in the
deep RL literature [Andrychowicz et al., 2017], to provide a natural curriculum for off-policy methods
to learn goal-conditioned value functions. Although the form of relabelling used in these works
only applies to temporal-difference methods, we show that a similar idea can lead to a substantially
simpler algorithm that avoids value functions altogether, and instead only requires optimizing a
simple supervised imitation learning sub-procedure. By relabelling the desired goal for a sub-optimal
trajectory collected by the agent to be the states actually achieved during the trajectory, we can treat
every trajectory as expert data for some goal. Combining supervised imitation learning and hindsight
relabelling not only circumvents the optimization challenges of value function estimation but also
enables imitation learning algorithms to be used on trajectories collected by sub-optimal agents,
shedding the requirement of demonstrations from an expert supervisor.
We propose a simple RL algorithm, goal-conditioned supervised learning (GCSL), where an agent
repeatedly relabels and imitates its own experience using supervised imitation learning, progressively
learning goal-reaching behaviors. At each iteration, trajectories are collected commanding the current
goal-conditioned policy for some set of desired goals, and then relabeled using hindsight to be optimal
for the set of goals that were actually reached. Supervised imitation learning with this generated
“expert” data is used to train an improved goal-conditioned policy for the next iteration. Perhaps
surprisingly, this simple procedure provably optimizes a lower bound on a well-defined RL objective;
by performing self-imitation on its own trajectories, an agent can iteratively improve its own policy
to learn optimal goal-reaching behaviors without requiring any external demonstrations.
The main contribution of our work is a complete algorithm for learning policies via supervised
learning, GCSL, and to show that this algorithm can successfully train goal-conditioned policies from
scratch. GCSL provides a significantly simpler and more stable alternative to value-based methods,
reaps the benefits of data re-use, can still be performed in the fully off-policy setting, and elegantly
incorporates external demonstrations, if provided, to speed up learning. We formally verify that the
procedure optimizes a lower-bound on a goal-reaching RL objective, and derive performance bounds
when the supervised learning objective is sufficiently minimized across the state space. Empirically,
we demonstrate that GCSL outperforms current value function and policy gradient methods on several
challenging robotic domains.
2 Preliminaries
Goal reaching. The goal reaching problem is characterized by the tuple 〈S,A, T , ρ(s0), T, p(g)〉,
where S andA are the state and action spaces, T (s′|s, a) is the transition function, ρ(s0) is the initial
state distribution, T the horizon length, and p(g) is the distribution over goal states g ∈ S . We aim to
find a time-varying goal-conditioned policy pi(·|s, g, h): S × S × [T ]→ ∆(A), where ∆(A) is the
probability simplex over the action space A and h is the remaining horizon. We will say that a goal is
achieved if the agent has reached the goal at the end of the episode. Correspondingly, the learning
problem is to acquire a policy that maximizes the probability of achieving the desired goal:
J(pi) = Eg∼p(g)
[
Ppig (sT = g)
]
. (1)
Notice that the objective provides no incentive to find the shortest path to the goal, but rather
incentivizes behaviours that are more stable and safe, that are guaranteed to reach the goal over
potentially risky shorter paths. We shall see in Section 3 that this notion of optimality is more than a
simple design choice: hindsight relabeling for optimality emerges naturally when maximizing the
probability of achieving the goal, but does not when minimizing the time to reach the goal.
Goal-conditioned RL. The goal reaching problem can be equivalently defined using the nomen-
clature of RL as a collection of Markov decision processes (MDPs) {Mg}g∈S . Each MDPMg is
defined as the tuple 〈S,A, Tg, rg, ρ, T 〉, where the state space, action space, initial state distribution,
and horizon as above. For each goal, a reward function is defined as rg(s) = 1(s = g). Using this
notation, an optimal goal-conditioned policy maximizes the return in an MDPMg sampled according
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Figure 1: Goal-conditioned supervised learning (GCSL): The agent learns how to reach goals by
sampling trajectories, relabeling the trajectories to be optimal in hindsight and treating them as expert
data, and then performing supervised learning via behavioral cloning.
to the goal distribution,
J(pi) = Eg∼p(g)
[
Eτ∼pig [rg(sT )]
]
. (2)
Since the transition dynamics are equivalent for different goals, off-policy value-based methods can
efficiently use transitions collected for one goal to compute the value function for arbitrary other
goals. Namely, Kaelbling [1993] first showed that if the transition (s, a, s′, r) was witnessed when
reaching a specific goal g, it can be relabeled to (s, a, s′, rg′(s)) for an arbitrary goal g′ ∈ S if the
underlying goal reward function is known. Hindsight experience replay [Andrychowicz et al., 2017]
considers a specific case of relabeling to when the relabeled goal is the current state or another state
further down the trajectory.
Goal-conditioned imitation learning. If an agent is additionally provided expert demonstrations
for reaching particular goals, behavioral cloning is a simple algorithm to learn the optimal policy
by maximizing the likelihood of the demonstration data under the policy. Formally, demonstrations
are provided as a dataset of expert behavior D = {τ1, τ2, . . . } from an expert policy pi∗, where
each trajectory τi = {si0, ai0, si1, ai1, ....s1T } is optimal for reaching the final state in the trajectory.
Given a parametric class of stochastic, time-varying policies Π, the behavioral cloning objective is to
maximize the likelihood of actions seen in the data when attempting to reach this desired goal,
piBC = arg max
pi∈Π
Eτ∼pi∗ [log pi(at|s = st, g = sT , h = T − t)] for 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
3 Learning Goal-Conditioned Policies with Self-Imitation
In this section, we show how imitation learning via behavior cloning with data relabeling can be
utilized in an iterative procedure that optimizes a lower bound on the RL objective. The resulting
procedure, in which an agent continually relabels and imitates its own experience, is not an imitation
learning algorithm, but rather an RL algorithm for learning goal-reaching from scratch without any
expert demonstrations. This algorithm is simple and allows us to perform off-policy reinforcement
learning for goal reaching, without the need for learning value functions or any complex machinery.
3.1 Goal-Conditioned Supervised Learning
We can attain the benefits of behavioral cloning without the dependence on human supervision by
leveraging the following insight: a trajectory that fails to reach the intended goal is nonetheless
optimal for reaching the goal it actually reached. As a result, a trajectory from a sub-optimal agent
can be re-interpreted by goal-conditioned behavior cloning as an optimal trajectory for reaching a
potentially different goal. This insight will allow us to convert sub-optimal trajectories into optimal
goal reaching trajectories for different goals, without the need for any human supervision.
More precisely, consider a trajectory τ = {s1, a1, s2, a2, . . . , sT , aT } obtained by commanding the
policy piθ(a | s, g, h) to reach some goal g. For any time step t and horizon h, the action at in state
st is likely to be a good action for reaching st+h in h time steps (even if it is not a good action
for reaching the originally commanded goal g), and thus can be treated as expert supervision for
piθ(· | st, st+h, h). To obtain a concrete algorithm, we can relabel all time steps and horizons in a
trajectory to create an expert dataset according to
Dτ = {(st, at, g = st+h, h) : t, h > 0, t+ h ≤ T}, (3)
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with states st, corresponding actions at, the corresponding goal set to future state st+h and matching
horizon h. Because the relabeling procedure is valid for any horizon, we can use any valid combination
of (st, at, st+h, h) tuples as supervision, for a total of
(
T
2
)
optimal datapoints of (s, a, g, h) from a
single trajectory. This idea is related to data-relabeling for value function methods [Kaelbling, 1993,
Andrychowicz et al., 2017, Pong et al., 2018], but our work shows that these ideas can be extended
beyond just temporal difference methods for learning value functions.
We then use this relabeled dataset for goal-conditioned behavior cloning. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the approach: (1) Sample a goal from a target goal distribution p(g). (2) Execute the current
policy pi(a|s, g, h) for T steps in the environment to collect a potentially suboptimal trajectory τ .
(3) Relabel the trajectory (Equation. 3) to add
(
T
2
)
new expert tuples (st, at, st+h, h) to the training
dataset. (4) Perform supervised learning on the entire dataset to update the policy pi(a|s, g, h) via
maximum likelihood. We term this iterative procedure of sampling trajectories, relabeling them, and
training a policy until convergence goal-conditioned supervised learning (GCSL). This algorithm can
use all of the prior off-policy data in the training dataset because this data continues to remain optimal
under the notion of goal-reaching optimality that was defined in Section 2, but does not require any
explicit value function learning.Perhaps surprisingly, this procedure optimizes a lower bound on an
RL objective, as we will show in Section 3.2.
The GCSL algorithm (as described above) can learn to reach goals from the target distribution
p(g) simply using iterated behavioral cloning. This goal reaching algorithm is off-policy, uses low
variance gradients, and is simple to implement and tune without the need for any explicit reward
function engineering or demonstrations. Additionally, since GCSL uses a goal-conditioned imitation
learning algorithm as a sub procedure, when demonstrations from a human expert are available, it is
substantially easier to bootstrap from demonstrations than off-policy value function methods.
Algorithm 1 Goal-Conditioned Supervised Learning (GCSL)
1: Initialize policy pi1(· | s, g, h)
2: Initialize dataset D((s, a, g, h))
3: for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
4: Sample g ∼ p(g), collect data with pik(· | ·, g).
5: Log trajectory τ = (s0, a0, s1, a1, . . . sT , aT )
6: Add tuples Dτ to dataset D . see Eq. 3
7: pik+1 ← arg maxpiθ ED [log piθ(a | s, g, h)]
8: end for
3.2 Theoretical Analysis
We now formally analyze GCSL to verify that it solves the goal-reaching problem, quantify how
errors in approximation of the objective manifest in goal-reaching performance, and understand how
it relates to existing RL algorithms. Specifically, we derive the algorithm as the optimization of a
lower bound of the true goal-reaching objective, and we show that under certain conditions on the
environment, sufficiently minimizing the GCSL objective enables performance guarantees on the
learned policy.
We start by describing the objective function being optimized by GCSL. For ease of presentation, we
make the simplifying assumption that the trajectories are collected from a single policy piold, and that
relabelling is only done with goals at the last timestep (g = sT ). GCSL performs goal-conditioned
behavioral cloning on a distribution of trajectories piold(τ) = Eg∼p(g)[piold(τ |g)], resulting in the
following objective:
JGCSL(pi) = Eτ∼piold(τ)
[
T∑
t=0
log pi(a = at|s = st, g = sT , h = T − t)
]
.
Our main result shows that, under certain assumptions about the off-policy data distribution, optimiz-
ing the GCSL objective JGCSL(pi) optimizes a lower bound on the desired objective, J(pi):
Theorem 3.1. Let JGCSL and J be as defined above. Then,
J(pi) ≥ JGCSL(pi)− 4T (T − 1)α2 + C
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Where α = maxs,g,hDTV (pi(·|s, g, h)‖piold(·|s, g, h)) and C is a constant independent of pi.
Proof. See Appendix B.1
This theorem provides a lower-bound on the goal-reaching objective with equality for the optimal
policy; akin to many proofs for direct policy search methods, the strongest guarantees are provided
under on-policy data collection (α = 0). The analysis induces two questions of interest: can we
quantify the tightness of the bound given by Theorem 3.1, and what does an optimal solution to the
GCSL objective imply about performance on the true objective?
The tightness of the bound depends on two choices in the algorithm: how off-policy data from piold
is used to optimize the objective, and how the relabeling step adjusts the exact distribution of data
being trained on. We find that the looseness induced by the relabeling can be controlled by two
factors: 1) the proportion of data that must be relabeled, and 2) the distance between the distribution
of trajectories that needed to be relabeled and the distribution of trajectories that achieved the desired
goal and were not relabeled. If either of these quantities is minimized to zero, the looseness of the
bound that stems from relabeling also goes to zero. We present this analysis in full detail in Appendix
B.2.
Even when data is collected from an off-policy distribution, optimizing the GCSL objective over
the full state space can provide guarantees on the performance of the learned policy. We write
pi∗ to denote a policy that maximizes the true performance J(pi), and p˜i∗ to denote the policy that
maximizes the GCSL objective JGCSL(pi) over the set of all policies. The following theorem provides
such a performance guarantee for deterministic environments.
Theorem 3.2. Consider an environment with deterministic dynamics and a data-collection policy
piold with full support. If maxs,g,hDTV (pi(a|s, g, h), p˜i∗(a|s, g, h)) ≤ , then
J(pi∗)− J(pi) < T.
Proof. See Appendix B.3.
This theorem states that in an environment with deterministic transitions, the policy that maximizes
the GCSL objective JGCSL(pi) also maximizes the true performance J(pi). Furthermore, if the GCSL
loss is approximately minimized, then performance guarantees can be given as a function of the
error across the full state space. Whereas Theorem 3.1 shows that GCSL always optimizes a lower
bound on the RL objective when iteratively re-collecting data with the updated policy, Theorem 3.2
shows that in certain environments, simply optimizing the GCSL objective from any off-policy data
distribution without iterative data collection can also lead to convergence.
4 Related Work
Our work studies the problem of goal-conditioned RL [Kaelbling, 1993] from sparse goal-reaching
rewards. To maximize data-efficiency in the presence of sparse rewards, value function methods use
off-policy hindsight relabeling methods such as hindsight experience replay [Andrychowicz et al.,
2017] to relabel transitions retroactively [Schaul et al., 2015, Pong et al., 2018] . Despite the potential
for learning with hindsight, optimization of goal-conditioned value functions suffers from instability
due to challenging critic estimation. Our method similarly relabels trajectories in hindsight, but
does so without estimating a value function and simply using supervised learning, and consequently
presents a simpler and more stable learning problem.
GCSL is inspired by supervised imitation learning [Billard et al., 2008, Hussein et al., 2017] via
behavioral cloning [Pomerleau, 1989]. Recent works have also considered imitation learning
with goal relabeling for learning from human play data[Lynch et al., 2019, Gupta et al., 2019]
or demonstrations[Ding et al., 2019]. GCSL is procedurally related to these algorithms, but is
not an imitation learning method – it performs self-imitation on its own experience, without any
requirement of demonstrations from an expert supervisor. However, if demonstrations from an expert
supervisor are additionally available, GCSL can incorporate the expert data by simply adding the
trajectories to the replay buffer, as we will show in Section 5.4. In contrast to this simple mechanism,
augmenting typical RL algorithms with demonstrations require complex extensions that are difficult
to scale[Rajeswaran et al., 2017, Hester et al., 2018, Brown et al., 2019].
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GCSL also has strong connections to the family of direct policy search algorithms for RL [Mannor
et al., 2003, Oh et al., 2018, Peters and Schaal, 2007, Theodorou et al., 2010, Norouzi et al., 2016,
Nachum et al., 2016, Goschin et al., 2013]. These methods selectively weight policies or trajectories by
their performance during learning, as measured by the environment’s reward function, and maximize
the likelihood of these trajectories using supervised learning. Similar algorithmic procedures have
also been studied in the context of learning models for planning [Pathak et al., 2018, Savinov et al.,
2018, Eysenbach et al., 2019]. In contrast to these works, our algorithm learns to reach goals in
an environment without an explicit hand-defined reward function, critic estimation, or model-based
planning.
5 Experimental Evaluation
In our experiments, we comparatively evaluate GCSL on a number of goal-conditioned tasks. We
focus on answering the following questions:
1. Does GCSL effectively learn goal-conditioned policies from scratch?
2. Can GCSL learn behaviors more effectively than standard RL methods?
3. Can GCSL incorporate demonstration data more effectively than value-based methods?
5.1 Experimental Framework
Figure 2: Evaluation Tasks: We study the following goal-reaching tasks: (from left to right)
2D navigation, robotic pushing, Lunar Lander, robotic door opening, dexterous object manipulation.
We evaluate GCSL on a number of simulated control environments for goal-reaching: 2D room
navigation, object pushing with a robotic arm, the classic Lunar Lander game, opening a door with
a robotic arm, and object manipulation with a dexterous 9 DoF robotic hand (referred to as claw
manipulation), as shown in Figure 2. These tasks allow us to study the performance of our method
under a variety of system dynamics, in settings with both easy and difficult exploration. For each
task, the target goal distribution corresponds to a uniform distribution over reachable configurations.
The performance of a method is quantified by the distance of the agent to the goal at the last timestep.
We present full details about the environments, evaluation protocol, and hyperparameter choices, as
well as an extended set of results, in Appendix A.
For the practical implementation of GCSL, we parameterize the policy as a neural network that takes
in state, goal, and horizon as input, and outputs a parameterized action distribution. We found that
GCSL performs well even if the horizon is not provided as input to the policy, despite the optimal
policy likely being non-Markovian. We hypothesize that this is due to optimal actions changing
only mildly with different horizons in our tasks. Full details about the implementation for GCSL are
presented in Appendix A.1.
5.2 Learning Goal-Conditioned Policies
We first evaluate the effectiveness of GCSL for reaching goals on the domains visualized in Figure 2,
covering a variety of control problems spanning robotics and video games. To better understand the
performance of our algorithm, we provide comparisons to value-based methods utilizing hindsight
experience replay (HER) [Andrychowicz et al., 2017], and policy-gradient methods, two well
established families of RL algorithms for solving goal-conditioned tasks. In particular, we compare
against TD3-HER, an off-policy temporal difference RL algorithm that combines TD3 [Fujimoto
et al., 2018] (an improvement on the DDPG method used by Andrychowicz et al. [2017]) with
HER. TD3-HER requires significantly more machinery than GCSL: while GCSL only maintains a
policy, TD3-HER maintains a policy, a value function, a target policy, and a target value function,
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Figure 3: On a majority of tasks, GCSL performs well or better compared to more complex RL
algorithms like PPO [Schulman et al., 2017] or TD3-HER [Andrychowicz et al., 2017]. Shaded
regions denote the standard deviation across 5 random seeds (lower is better).
all of which are necessary for good performance. We also compare with PPO [Schulman et al.,
2017], a state-of-the-art on-policy policy gradient algorithm that does not leverage data relabeling,
but is known to provide more stable optimization than off-policy methods and perform well on
typical benchmark problems. Details for the training procedure for these comparisons, along with
hyperparameter and architectural choices, are presented in Appendix A.2. Videos can be found at
https://sites.google.com/view/gcsl/
The results in Figure 3 show that GCSL generally performs as well or better than the best performing
prior RL method on each task, only losing out slightly to PPO on the door opening task, where
exploration is less of a challenge. GCSL outperforms both methods by a large margin on the pushing
and claw tasks, and by a small margin on the lunar lander task. These empirical results suggest
that GCSL, despite its simplicity, represents a stable and appealing alternative to significantly more
complex RL methods, without the need for separate critics, policy gradients, or target networks.
5.3 Analysis of Learning Progress and Learned Behaviors
To better understand and analyze GCSL, we evaluate its performance in a number of scenarios,
varying the quality and quantity of data, the policy class, and the relabeling technique (Figure 4). Full
details for these scenarios and results for all domains can be found in Appendix A.4.
First, we study how varying the policy class can affect the performance of GCSL. In Section 5.1, we
hypothesized that GCSL with a Markovian policy would outperform a time-varying policy. Indeed,
allowing policies to be time-varying (“Time-Varying Policy" in Figure 4) speeds up training on
domains like the Lunar Lander; on domains requiring more exploration such as the Sawyer pushing
task, exploration using time-varying policies is ineffective and degrades performance.
To investigate the impact of the data-collection policy, we consider variations that collect data using a
fixed policy or train only on on-policy data. When collecting data using a fixed policy (“Fixed Data
Collection" in Figure 4), the algorithm learns much slower, suggesting that iterative data collection
is crucial for GCSL. By forcing the data to be on-policy (“On-Policy" in Figure 4), the algorithm
cannot utilize all data seen during training. GCSL still makes progress in this case, but more slowly.
We additionally consider limited-horizon relabeling, in which only states and goals that are at most
3 steps apart are relabeled, similar to proposals in prior work [Pathak et al., 2018, Savinov et al.,
2018]. Limiting the horizon degrades performance (“Limited relabeling" in Figure 4), indicating that
multi-horizon relabeling is an important component of GCSL.
Lastly, we study the types of goal-reaching behaviors learned by GCSL. Since GCSL finds behaviors
that maximize the probability of reaching the goal, and not the shortest path, one potential concern
is that the agent learns roundabout trajectories or otherwise acts pathologically. On our tasks, we
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find that GCSL learns direct paths to the goal from the initial position (visualized in Appendix C),
indicating that this is not an issue in practice.
5.4 Initializing with Demonstrations
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Figure 4: Ablations: Variations of
GCSL on Lunar Lander and pushing do-
mains. Other domains in Appendix A.4.
As GCSL can relabel and imitate trajectories from ar-
bitrary sources, the algorithm is amenable to initializa-
tion from logs of previously collected trajectories or from
demonstration data collected by an expert. In this section,
we compare the performance of GCSL bootstrapped from
expert demonstrations to TD3-HER. Both methods can
in principle utilize off-policy demonstrations; however,
our results in Figure 5 show that GCSL benefits substan-
tially more from these demonstrations. While value-based
RL methods are known to struggle with data that is far
off-policy [Kumar et al., 2019b], the simple supervised
learning procedure in GCSL can take advantage of such
data easily.
A set of demonstration trajectories, each for reaching a
different goal, is provided to the agent by an external su-
pervisor. GCSL requires no modifications to incorporate
these demonstrations – the data is simply added to the ini-
tial dataset. For TD3-HER, pre-training the value function
and policy often suffer degraded performance and error
accumulation due to bootstrapped training, as noted in
many number of works dealing with offline and batch RL
[Kumar et al., 2019b, Gupta et al., 2019]. When expert
demonstrations are provided for the robotic pushing envi-
ronment (Figure 5), GCSL progressively improves faster
than when from scratch, but TD3 is unable to improve substantially beyond the original behavioral-
cloned policy. We hypothesize that the difference in performance largely occurs because of the
instability and optimism bias present when training value functions using demonstrations.
6 Discussion and Future Work
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Figure 5: Demonstrations: GCSL can
incorporate expert demonstrations more
effectively than value function methods.
We proposed GCSL, a simple algorithm for learning goal-
conditioned policies that uses iterated supervised learning,
while still learning autonomously from scratch. GCSL
is exceptionally simple, relying entirely on supervised
learning to learn policies by relabeling its own previously
collected data. GCSL can easily utilize off-policy data,
seamlessly incorporate expert demonstrations when they
are available, and often outperforms more complex RL
algorithms. We theoretically show that this method op-
timizes a lower bound on a well-defined reinforcement
learning objective.
While our proposed method is simple, scalable, and read-
ily applicable, it does have a number of limitations. The
current instantiation of GCSL provides limited facilities
for effective exploration, relying primarily on the stochas-
ticity of the policy to explore. A promising direction for future work would be to reweight the
sampled rollouts based on occurrence in the dataset to promote novelty-seeking exploration. A
further direction for future work is to study whether the simplicity and scalability of our method
can make it possible to perform goal-conditioned reinforcement learning on substantially larger and
more varied datasets. This can in principle enable wider generalization, and realize a central goal in
goal-conditioned reinforcement learning — universal policies that can succeed at a wide range of
tasks in diverse environments.
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A Experimental Details
A.1 Goal-Conditioned Supervised Learning (GCSL)
GCSL iteratively performs maximum likelihood estimation using a dataset of relabeled trajectories
that have been previously collected by the agent. Here we present details about the policy class, data
collection procedure, and other design choices.
We parameterize a time-invariant policy using a neural network which takes as input state and goal
(not the horizon), and returns probabilities for a discretized grid of actions of the action space. The
neural network concatenates the state and goal together, and passes the concatenated input into a
feedforward network with two hidden layers of size 400 and 300 respectively, outputting logits for
each discretized action. Empirically, we have found GCSL to perform much better with larger choices
of neural networks; however, we use this two-layer neural network for fair comparisons to TD3-HER.
The GCSL loss is optimized using the Adam optimizer with learning rate α = 5× 10−4, with a batch
size of 256, taking one gradient step for every step in the environment.
When executing in the environment, the first 10000 environment steps are taken according to
uniform random action selection, after which the data-collection policy is the greedy policy:
a = arg maxa pi(a|s, g). The replay buffer stores trajectories and relabels on the fly, with the
size of the buffer subject only to memory constraints. To clarify, instead of explicitly relabeling and
storing all
(
T
2
)
possible tuples from a trajectory, we instead save the trajectory and relabel at training
time. When sampling from the dataset, a trajectory is chosen at random, a start index t and goal
index t′ > t are sampled uniformly at random, and the tuple corresponding to this state and goal are
relabelled and sampled.
A.2 RL Comparisons
We perform experimental comparisons with TD3-HER [Fujimoto et al., 2018, Andrychowicz et al.,
2017]. We relabel transitions as ((s, g), a, (s′, g)) gets relabeled to ((s, g′), a, (s′, g′)), where g′ = g
with probability 0.1, g′ = s′ with probability 0.5, and g′ = st for some future state in the trajectory
st with probability 0.4. As described in Section 2, the agent receives a reward of 1 and the trajectory
ends if the transition is relabeled to g′ = s′, and 0 otherwise. Under this formalism, the optimal
Q-function, Q∗(s, a, g) = exp(−T (s, g)), where T (s, g) is the minimum expected time to go from
s to g. Both the Q-function and the actor for TD3 are parametrized as neural networks, with the same
architecture (except final layers) for state-based domains as those for GCSL. We found the default
values of learning rate, target update period, and number of critic updates to be the best amongst our
hyperparameter search across the domains (single set of hyperparameters for all domains).
We also compare to PPO [Schulman et al., 2017], an on-policy RL algorithm. Because PPO is
on-policy, the algorithm cannot relabel goals; instead, we provide a surrogate -ball indicator reward
function: r(s, g) = 1(d(s, g) < ), where  is chosen appropriately for each environment. To
maximize the data efficiency of PPO, we performed a coarse hyperparameter sweep over the batch
size for the algorithm. Just as with TD3, we mimic the same neural network architecture for the
parametrizations of the policies as GCSL.
A.3 Task Descriptions
For each environment, the goal space is identical to the state space; each trajectory in the environment
lasts for 50 timesteps.
2D Room Navigation This environment requires an agent to navigate to points in an environment
with four rooms that connect to adjacent rooms. The state space has two dimensions, consisting of
the cartesian coordinates of the agent. The agent has acceleration control, and the action space has
two dimensions. The distribution of goals p(g) is uniform on the state space, and the agent starts in a
fixed location in the bottom left room.
Robotic Pushing This environment requires a Sawyer manipulator to move a freely moving block in
an enclosed play area with dimensions 40 cm × 20 cm. The state space is 4-dimensional, consisting
of the Cartesian coordinates of the end-effector of the sawyer agent and the Cartesian coordinates
of the block. The Sawyer is controlled via end-effector position control with a three-dimensional
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Figure 6: While we report results with median final distance in the main paper, here we present plots
reporting the proportion of trials that reached within 0.1m of the desired goal. This “success ratio”
metric is well calibrated for all domains except for Claw manipulation, where final distance more
accurately portrays the global performance of these algorithms.
action space. The distribution of goals p(g) is uniform on the state space (uniform block location
and uniform end-effector location), and the agent starts with the block and end-effector both in the
bottom-left corner of the play area.
Lunar Lander This environment requires a rocket to land in a specified region. The state space
includes the normalized position of the rocket, the angle of the rocket, whether the legs of the rocket
are touching the ground, and velocity information. Goals are sampled uniformly along the landing
region, either touching the ground or hovering slightly above, with zero velocity.
Door Opening: This environment requires a Sawyer manipulator to open a small cabinet door,
initially shut closed, sitting on a table to a specified angle. The state space consists of the Cartesian
coordinates of the Sawyer end-effector and the door’s angle. As in the Robotic Pushing task, the
three-dimensional action space controls the position of the end-effector. The distribution of goals
p(g) is uniform on door angles from 0 (completely closed) to 0.83 radians.
Claw Manipulation: A 9-DOF "claw"-like robot is required to turn a valve to various positions
[Ahn et al., 2019]. The state space includes the positions of each joint of each claw (3 joints on 3
claws) and embeds the current angle of the valve in Cartesian coordinate (θ 7→ (sin θ, cos θ)). The
robot is controlled via joint angle control. The goal space consists only of the claw angle, which is
sampled uniformly from the unit circle.
A.4 Ablations
In Section 5.3, we analyzed the performance of the following variants of GCSL (Figure 7).
1. Limited relabeling - This model relabels only states and goals that are at most three steps
apart: {(st, at, st+h, h) : t > 0, h ≤ 3}
2. On-Policy Only the most recent 10000 transitions are stored and trained on.
3. Fixed Data Collection Data is collected according to a uniform policy over actions.
4. Time-Varying Policy Policies are are conditioned on the remaining horizon. Alongside the
state and goal, the policy gets a reverse temperature encoding of the remaining horizon as
input.
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Figure 7: Performance across variations of GCSL (Section 5.3) for all experimental domains.
A.5 Initializing with Demonstrations
We train an expert policy for robotic pushing using TRPO with a shaped dense reward function, and
collect a dataset of 200 trajectories, each corresponding to a different goal. To train GCSL using
these demonstrations, we simply populate the replay buffer with these trajectories at the beginning
of training, and optimize the GCSL objective using these trajectories to warm-start the algorithm.
Initializing a value function method using demonstrates requires significantly more attention: we
perform the following procedure. First, we perform goal-conditioned behavior cloning to learn an
initial policy piBC . Next, we collect 200 new trajectories in the environment using a uniform data
collection scheme. Using this dataset of 400 trajectories, we perform policy evaluation on piBC
to learn QpiBC using policy evaluation via bootstrapping. Having trained such an estimate of the
Q-function, we initialize the policy and Q-function to these estimates, and run the appropriate value
function RL algorithm.
B Theoretical Analysis
B.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1
We will assume a discrete state space in this proof, and denote a trajectory as τ =
{s0, a0, . . . , sT , aT }. Let the notation G(τ) = sT denote the final state of a trajectory, which
represents the goal that the trajectory reached. As there can be multiple paths to a goal, we let
τg = {τ : G(τ) = g} denote the set of trajectories that reach a particular goal g. We abbreviate a
policy’s trajectory distribution as pi(τ |g) = p(s0)
∏T
t=0 pi(at|st, g)T (st+1|st, at). The target goal-
reaching objective we wish to optimize is the probability of reaching a commanded goal, when goals
are sampled from a pre-specified distribution p(g).
J(pi) = Eg∼p(g),τ∼pi(τ |g)[1[G(τ) = g]]
GCSL optimizes the following objective, where the log-likelihood of the actions conditioned on
the goals actually reached by the policy, G(τ). The distribution of trajectories used to optimize the
objective is collected through a different policy, piold. We write piold(τ) = Eg∼p(g)[piold(τ |g)] to
concisely represent the marginalized distribution of trajectories from piold.
JGCSL(pi) = Eτ∼piold(τ)
[
T∑
t=0
log pi(at|st,G(τ))
]
To analyze how this objective relates to J(pi), we first analyze the relationship between J(pi) and a
surrogate objective, given by
Jsurr(pi) = Eg∼p(g),τ∼piold(τ |g) [1[G(τ) = g] log pi(τ |g)]
Theorem 1 from Schulman et al. [2015] states that
J(pi) ≥ Jsurr(pi)− 4γ
(1− γ)2α
2,
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where γ is a discount factor,  is the maximum advantage over all states and actions, and α is the total
variation distance between pi and piold . It is straightforward to show that the bound can be rewritten
in the finite-horizon undiscounted case in terms of the horizon T , following Kakade and Langford
[2002], Ross et al. [2011], to obtain the bound
J(pi) ≥ Jsurr(pi)− 4T (T − 1)α2,
where T is the horizon of the task. Since our reward function is 1[G(τ) = g], the return for any
trajectory is bounded between 0 and 1, allowing us to bound  above by 1. This leaves α, which is
the total variation divergence between pi and piold. This divergence may be high if the data collection
policy is very far from the current policy, but is low if the data was collected via a recent policy.
We can now lower-bound the surrogate objective with the GCSL objective via the following:
Jsurr(pi) = Eg∼p(g),τ∼piold(τ |g) [1[G(τ) = g] log pi(τ |g)]
=
∑
g
p(g)
∑
τ
piold(τ |g) log pi(τ |G(τ))1[G(τ) = g]
=
∑
τ
log pi(τ |G(τ))
∑
g
p(g)piold(τ |g)1[G(τ) = g]
=
∑
τ
log pi(τ |G(τ))
∑
g
p(g)piold(τ |g)−
∑
τ
log pi(τ |G(τ))
∑
g
p(g)piold(τ |g)1[G(τ) 6= g]
(4)
≥
∑
τ
log pi(τ |G(τ))
∑
g
p(g)piold(τ |g)
= Eτ∼Eg [piold(τ |g)][log pi(τ |G(τ))].
The final line is our goal-relabeling objective: we train the policy to reach goals we reached. The
inequality holds since log pi(τ) is always negative. The inequality is loose by a term related to the
probability of not reaching the commanded goal, which we analyze in the section below.
Since the initial state and transition probabilities do not depend on the policy, we can simplify
log pi(τ |G(τ)) as (by absorbing non pi-dependent terms into C2):
Eτ∼piold(τ)[log pi(τ |G(τ))] = Eτ∼piold(τ)
[
log p(s0) +
T∑
t=0
log pi(at|st,G(τ)) + log T (st+1|st, at)
]
= Eτ∼piold(τ)]
[
T∑
t=0
log pi(at|stG(τ))
]
+ C2
= JGCSL(pi) + C2.
Combining this result with the bound on the expected return completes the proof:
J(pi) ≥ JGCSL(pi) + C1 + C2 − 4T (T − 1)α2
Note that in order for J(pi) and JGCSL(pi) to be vacuously zero, the probability of reaching a goal
under piold must be non-zero. This assumption is reasonable, and matches the assumptions on
"exploratory data-collection" and full-support policies that are required by Q-learning and policy
gradient convergence guarantees.
B.2 Quantifying the Quality of the Approximation
The tightness of the bound presented above is controlled from two locations: the off-policyness of
piold with respect to pi and the bound introduced by the lower bound in the theorem. The first is
well-studied in policy gradient methods; in particular, when the data is on-policy, the gap between
Jsurr(pi) and J(pi) is known to be a policy-independent constant. We seek to better understand the
gap introduced by Equation 4 in the analysis above.
We define Ppiold(G(τ) 6= g) to be the probability of failure under piold, and additionally define
pwrong(τ) and pright(τ) to be the conditional distribution of trajectories under piold given that it did not
reach and did the commanded goal respectively.
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In the following section, we show that the gap introduced by Equation 4 can be controlled by the
probability of making a mistake, Ppiold(G(τ) 6= g), and DTV (pwrong(τ), pright(τ)), a measure of the
difference between the distribution of trajectories that must be relabeled and those not.
We rewrite Equation 4 as follows:
Jsurr(pi) =
∑
τ
log pi(τ |G(τ))
∑
g
p(g)piold(τ |g)−
∑
τ
log pi(τ |G(τ))
∑
g
p(g)piold(τ |g)1[G(τ) 6= g]
= Eτ∼piold [log pi(τ |G(τ))]− Ppiold (G(τ) 6= g))Eτ∼pwrong(τ) [log pi(τ |G(τ))]
Define D to be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pwrong(τ) wrt piold(τ)
= Eτ∼piold(τ)[log pi(τ |G(τ))]− Ppiold (G(τ) 6= g))Eτ∼piold(τ) [D log pi(τ |G(τ))]
= (1− Ppiold (G(τ) 6= g))Eτ∼piold(τ)[log pi(τ |G(τ))]
+ Ppiold (G(τ) 6= g))Eτ∼piold(τ) [(1−D) log pi(τ |G(τ))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Relevant Gap
The first term is affine with respect to the GCSL loss, so the second term is the error we seek to
understand.
|Relevant Gap| = Ppiold (G(τ) 6= g)
∣∣Eτ∼piold(τ) [(1−D) log pi(τ |G(τ))]∣∣
≤ Ppiold(G(τ) 6= g)Eτ∼piold [|1−D|]Eτ∼piold(τ)[log pi(τ |G(τ))]
= 2Ppiold(G(τ) 6= g)DTV (Eg[piold(τ |g)], pwrong(τ))Eτ∼piold(τ)[log pi(τ |G(τ))]
= 2Ppiold(G(τ) 6= g)(1− Ppiold(G(τ) 6= g))DTV (pright(τ), pwrong(τ))Eτ∼piold(τ)[log pi(τ |G(τ))]
The inequality is maintained because of the nonpositivity of log pi(τ), and the final step holds because
piold(τ) is a mixture of pwrong(τ) and pright(τ). This derivation shows that the gap between Jsurr and
JGCSL (up to affine consideration) can be controlled by (1) the probability of reaching the wrong
goal and (2) the divergence between the conditional distribution of trajectories which did reach the
commanded goal (do not need to be relabeled) and those which did not reach the commanded goal
(must be relabeled). As either term goes to 0, this bound becomes tight.
B.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2
In this section, we now prove that sufficiently optimizing the GCSL objective over the full state space
causes the probability of reaching the wrong goal to be bounded close to 0, and thus bounds the gap
close to 0.
Suppose we collect trajectories from a policy piold. Following the notation from before, we define
piold(τ) = Eg∼p(g)[pidata(τ |g)]. For convenience, we define pi∗(at|st, g) ∝
∫
τ\at pidata(τ)1(G(τ) =
g)1(st(τ) = st) to be the conditional distribution of actions for a given state given that the goal g is
reached at the end of the trajectory. If this conditional distribution is not defined, we let pi∗(at|st, g)
be uniform, so that pi∗(at|st, g) is well-defined for all states, goals, and timesteps. The notation
for pi∗ is suggestive: in fact, it can be easily shown that under the assumptions of the theorem, full
data coverage and deterministic dynamics, the induced policy pi∗ is in fact the optimal policy for
maximizing the probability of reaching the goal.
To show that the GCSL policy also incurs low error, we provide a coupling argument, sim-
ilar to Schulman et al. [2015], Kakade and Langford [2002], Ross et al. [2011]. Because
DTV (pi(at|st, g), pi∗(at|st, g)) ≤ , we can define a (1 − )-coupled policy pair (pi, pi∗), which
take differing actions with probability . By a union bound over all timesteps, the probability that
pi and pi∗ take any different actions throughout the trajectory is bounded by T , and because of the
assumptions of deterministic dynamics, take the same trajectory with probability 1− T . Now, since
the two policies take different trajectories with probability at most T , a simple bound shows that
the probability that piGCSL reaches the goal is at most T less than pi∗, leading to our result that
the performance gap J(pi∗)− J(pi) < T . In environments in which every state is reachable from
every other state in the desired horizon, this provides a global performance bound indicating that the
optimal GCSL policy will reach the goal with probability at least 1− T .
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C Example Trajectories
Figure 8 below shows parts of the state along trajectories produced by GCSL. In Lunar Lander, this
state is captured by the rocket’s position, and in 2D Room Navigation it is the agent’s position. While
these trajectories do not always take the shortest path to the goal, they do often take fairly direct paths
to the goal from the initial position avoiding very roundabout trajectories.
Figure 8: Examples of trajectories generated by GCSL for the Lunar Lander and 2D Room environ-
ments. Stars indicate the goal state.
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